Stu-A gets $7,800
for budget increase
by BRAD FAY
The Colby administration
last week approved a $7,800 increase to the 3120,000 Student
Association budget for '84-'85.
Although Stu-A had hoped for
a $19,000 increase, out-going
Stu-A treasurer Ted Jenkins
was pleased with the final
decision.
Having achieved the administration's approval, Stu-A
would normally get line item
approval from RLC (Residential Life Committee), but this
year, Jenkins said, a group of
the in-coming and out-going
Stu-A officers will vote on the
budget because attendance has
been so low at RLC meetings .
That Stu-A officer group will
meet tonight to vote on the
budget proposed by Jenkins and
new finance chairperson Bruce
~^Hickey.

r

Springtime
fun at
carnival

The main reason for the administration not approving the
full $19,800 request was that
$9,000 of it had been budgeted
for cultural life. Administrative
Vice President Stan Nicholson
believes that enough extra
cultural life money has already
been allotted to the individual
commons.
Total funding to commons
has been set at $55,000 over and
above the regular $120,000 StuA budget. It will be used for
both social and cultural life.
Major changes from last
year's activities budget are: an
increase for the consolidated
Outing Club, a decrease for
Winter Athletic Association activities and salaries, and an increase for Stu-A films.
Stu-A will hear any complaints in the fall from clubs
and organizations about their
respective budgets.

Good weather and enthusiastic crowds marked this
year's Spring Carnival, "A
Return to Athens," according
to carnival coordinator Kaiya
Vittands. "People really got into the mood ,"she said ,
"everybody got psyched for the
weekend."
Events started on Thursday
night , when buses ran from
Colby to the Courthouse.
Senior David Rosenberg gained
fame and recognition there,
winning a state-wide hot buns
" contest and puting $100 into his
I pocket.
5 On Friday night , Come1dian/Musician Ray Boston
>. entertained students in Danal
2 The event was not without prpa blems, however, because soil rneone stole several kegs of beer
cont on p. 2
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Dean of Students announces dorm staff assignments
The selection of dorm staff for next year has been completed
^
In all,- 192 applications were received, and of these, 76 people
were appointed.
There were nine new positions on dorm staff made available
as a result of the transformation of the fraternities into
dormitories.
The appointments are as follows:
Lovejoy Common
Dana
Gary Ruping HR
Rm. 109
Rick Bernard
Rm. 113
Gretchen Weiser
Rm. 131
Steve Haynes
Rm. 213
Suzane Plansky
Rm. 219
Martin Berger
Rm. 231
Matt Barry 7
Rm. 313
: Rm. 319
Jill Paradis
Martha McCIuhg
\
Rm. 331
Heights
.. .
Tom Claytor HR
Shaun Sullivan
Holly Harris
Allison Golden,
Peter Ackerrhan
¦ ' ¦¦ ' . . . . '
TaylOr
Kim Rogers HR
Suziei Seymour

¦ .

Sturtevant
Marc Murray HR
.Joan Ray
Leonard
Kote Lucier HR
¦
. "JoHh' MUIer ' ; " " "

;

Rm. 403
Rm. 303
¦y

Rm. 203
Rm. 303
Rm. 303
Rm. 203

Rm. 303
Rm. 203

Hillside West
Kim Herring HR
Roy Hirshland

Johnson Common
Johnson
Jim Polk HR
.Sarah Dooley

Rm. 303
Rm. 203

East

Mary Low Common
Mary Low
Dan Murphy HR
Rm. 255
Julie D'Amico
Rm. 270
Ted Grcvelis
Rm. 355
Nancy Steck
Rm. 370
David Bullock
,
Coburn (Quiet Dorm) .
APT.
Jane Powers HR
.
Rm. 9
Sven Dubie
Rm. 102
Maggie Hate
Rm. 205
Charles McCabe
Rm. 312
Judy Richards

Rm. 112
Rm. 104
Rm. 203
Rm. 305
Rm. 31,2
•

Marriner
Linda Kindblom HR
Mlungisi Kwini

.

Foss
, Perrln BoydHR
Lila Hopson
Jim Pictro
Mary Lou Kopas
Scott Lamer

Woo d man

,

Harland Storey HR
Dan Cullaty
Heather S. Anderson
Bob Kenney
Llr
idn Carroll

'

Walter Peczon
Karen Killam
, Greg Getschow
'
<
DU
^George Brownell HR
Cindy Mattrazzo
DKE

APT
Rm. 2ll
Rm. 223
Rm. 321
Rm. 309
'

Julie Sands HR
Keith Birkhaueser
Cheryl Cole

4

APT
Rm. 26
Rm. 131
Rm. 255
Rm. 3*9

.
ATO

Rm. 110
2nd floor
Rm. 121 Butler
Rm. 326 Butler
Rm. 2
Champlin
(Quiet)
Rm. I l l
Champiln
Rm. 318
Champlin
Rm. 204 Small

3rd floor

.Jill Myerow HR
Mitch Cook

3rd f loor

Dave Resnicoff HR
Lee Scammon

3rd floor

Chaplin Common
Averill
Deb England HR
Mike Hill
Kate Jonea

Rm. Ul
Rm. 204
Rm. 312
cont on p . 3

•Spring carnival
from the caterer, according to
Vittands , which will also hurt
parties next year, since he now
refuses to return.
On 'Saturday afternoon , a
decathlon was held on Fraternity Row. Only two teams
entered the event, which involved a series of races. The first
member had to spin around
with his head on a bat , and then
try to run a .straight line to tag
a teammate. This person then
had to roll down the hills
without letting his feet touch the
ground , to tag a group of five
people who ran up the hill with
their feet tied together. Finally,
the last team member pushed an
empty keg down the hill to the
finish line.

"Operation Starkist " took
the $100 first prize from the
team fielded by Lambda Ci.
Because there was no third
team , the money left over was
spl i t by both entrants.
"I don 't know why we had so
few people enter ," said Vittands, "we publicized this a lot
more than Winter Carnival, and
we got about ten teams for
that. ." ( It may have been the
weather , she added , which
discouraged people from putting the energy out to get teams
together.
That night , Deke and Zete
held Toga parties which were
quite popular.
Also that night , the Junior

class held a fundraiser featuring
Spaghetti wrestling in the'Gym.
About 200 people showed up
for the wrestling, and some of
the audience enjoyed it so mush
they got involved themselves in
the messy spectacle. The money
raised will be sent, to the Kenneset fund for mentally handicapped children.
On Sunday , Foss-Woodman
held its annual Arts Festival.
Bands played most of the afternoon , while students relaxed in
the sun , playing volleyball ,
hackeysack and frisbee, and
generally had a good time.
"Everyone had a lot of fun
this weekend , " said Vittands , i
think it was a real success.

The Spirit of Athens:
Good , hot/ sprin gtim e fuft

Echo photos by Tina Zabrleklo

Baseball split s with Tufts ; downs Williams
3-2 with single runs in the first
and second. But then Erni e
Colby's baseball team won Sander stretched the lead to 4-2
two of three games on the road with a fifth inning sacrifice fly,
this weekend, splitting a Satur- and Doug Calandrella put .the
day dbubleheader with Tufts , game out.of reach in the sixth
before outslugging Williams, with a two-out, two-run single.
In the nightcap, Bill Collins
11-9, on Sunday afternoon.
In the first game of the suffered his first bad outing of
doubleheader , the White Mules the year as Tufts jumped on
rode the seven-hit pitching of him for .six first inning runs en
Harry Raphael and a first inn- route to an 11-0 triumph. Bill
ing three- run blast by Joe Valle Carroll had the big stick for
to a 6-3 victory. After Colby Tufts, with two roundtrippers,
took the lead on Valle's homer, both with a man aboard. Steve
the Jumbos cut the margin to Centrella also homered for the
by BOB AUBE

Jumbos. Tom Smerczynski,
Todd Stevenson, and Chris
Curtin combined on the
shutout * allowing just six hits
without issuing a walk.
The White Mules rebounded
from that shellacking to gain
Sunday 's hard fought win over
Williams . Colby fell behind 4-0
after four innings, but mounted
a comeback in the fifth. Ben
Lowry's RBI grounder and
Valle 's sacrifice fly cut the
Williams lead in half , and then
the Mules went ahead for good
with three in the sixth. Sander

Mules define victory
by DANA HANLEY
E-toell's - Mules, (yoo'les
myools), n. 1. a species of
Lacrosse players which are
common to the woods of Northern Maine. 2. Possessing a
distinctive blue-n-white outer
layering, they usually travel in
packs of 30 or more all across
New England. 3. Friend to most
of the creatures in the - woods,
these mules can't stand Bobcats
or Polarbears which represent
all that is mean , rotten , and
despicable in the forest. 4. v.,
to remain ranked in the top ten;
to give Bates their first loss of
the season, on Wednesday .
****
Well , you can chalk another
one up for Ewell's Mules. Last
Saturday on Craft 's Field,
before a raucous S.R.O. crowd
of fans (high on the spirit of
Spring Carnival) the mules kick -

ed ass on an unsuspecting
Conn. College. Once again ,
Colby struck first with an impressive George Brownell goal,
Tom Claytor assist 8 seconds into the first quarter. But instead
of rapid-firing goals into Conn.
College's net the Mules eased
back and played a back-n-forth
game which accomodated
Conn. 's flat-footed style- of
play . Most of the first half lulled into a study of slow-motion
lacrosse.
Lethargy having seemingly
settled in , it looked to be a long
afternoon for everyone on
Craft 's Field, thanks though to
some boisterous brotherly advice and encouragement from
the Lambda Chi and Deke contingent , the Mules broke away
from Conn. College with 4
quick goals to go ahead 8-4.
From here on in Colby didn 't
look back and they coasted in-

to an. 11-7 victory.
Oh the scoring end of things ,
the attackmen cranked in 6
goals while the middies
countered with 5 of their own.
While the offense keeps grinding away and pumping in goal
after goal, the defense just
keeps on getting better. While
opposing attackmen and middies start to tire in the second
half , our defense picks up the
pace and mades it even harder
on the opposition to get off
good passes or a clear shot on
goal.
Although the win over Conn.
College upped Colby's record to
5-4 (never to fall under .500),
the loss of Reihl Mahoney
(broken collarbone), who was
ju st getting into his scoring
groove, will be a tough slot to
fill. Colby's last 2 games are this
Wednesday at Bates and Saturday 's , game al N.E. College.

Z^[T _@

had the key hit in the uprising,
a two-run double that made the
score 5-4, Colby. They increased the advantage to 9-4 with
four more runs in the seventh
¦inning .
Don Cronin started things off
with his first homer of the year,
and Matt Nickerson capped the
rally with another two-run double. Dennis Foley, who pitched
the first seven innings , earned
his first win as a member of the
Mules , although he needed
relief help from Vin Emery and
Raphael. Raphael pitched 1%
innings to pick up Colby 's first
save of the year.
Bates eliminated the White
Mules from CBB title contention Monday afternoon when
they swept a double header by

Last Thursday, Friday and
Saturday, the Coffeehouse was
host to one of the best Colby
theatre productions of the year ,
Harol d Pin t er 's Betra yal. .
. Despite the : obvious difficul ties of space, and scene
chaiiges thc'Cbffcchousc, poses
the play never faltered. Perry,
D'Andrea arid Couslris were all
convincin gly true to the
characters
Piriter portrayed.
¦'
'
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' Sue Perry accurately played
the womtm yvlio becontes the
ccnter polnt of the love triangle,
«nd.«s a. result ,helped 'the two

male characters show the turmoil that their private lives have
become. ,
Steve D'Andrea made an incre d i bl e t urn aroun d f rom his
part in "Rise and Shine '* to
become Pinter 's Jerry - a
character worn smooth by his
familiari ty with deception and
betrayal , b u t w h o reveals
himself to be an intensely emotional character.
Neal Cousins was the resolved husband who shows an
almost maniacal indifference to
his wife and her adultery. While
drunk in a restaurant his indifference .gives way to intensive
verbalization of Rober t's pro^

scored Colby 's only run in the
second and Bates' ace hurler
Steve Whetstone shut the Mules
down the rest of the way. John
Gregorio added a two-run
homer to the Bates cause off
loser Jim Gill. Bill Collins pitched 2 V} innings of relief again
in the second game, this time
allowing only a single with two
outs-in the seventh.
Colby, now 5-7 on the
season, has three games remaining on its schedule, including today's contest at St. Joseph' s.
Tomorrow at 3:00, the White
Mules host Division I
powerhouse UMO at Coombs
Field , and they end the regular
season with a game at Husson
on Saturday.

Lady sailors swamped
The Colby College Women 's
Sailing team sailed their way to
a victorious 8th place, out of 16,
in the New England Women 's
Intercollegiate Championship
to capture the Jerry Reed
trophy.
The regatta was raced in
420*s at Yale Corinthian Yacht
Club' on .Long Island Sound.
The first year women 's team
raced against seasoned sailors
with hours of coached practices,
but finished every race in the

top to middle of the fleets.
"We had to sail consistently
well to compete with the top
teams like Tufts , Brown , and
Harvard ," said team captain
Becca Binder.
The Jerry Reed Trophy competition was sailed in two divisions. Division A was skippered
by Becca Binder and crew Susan
Douglas, while B was skippered
by Laura "Rudi" Lane and
crew Mary McCarty.
As a predominantly freshman

team , the women feel a little
more intercollegiate racing experience will benefit the already
strong team ,"It 's tough sailing
against people who have been
practicing all year with a coach,
but we showed them you can do
it if you try, and especially if
you go to have fun ," according
to McCarty.
The team will continue next
year along side of the "varsity"
co-ed team.

1

'Betrayal contains excellent characters
despite constraints of Coffeehouse
by MARCUS RATLIFF

scores of 6-3 and 6-17 In the
opener , Colby took a 2-0 lead
on fourth-inning RBI grounders
by Calandrella and John Collins , but the Bobcats responded with six runs of their own in
the top of the fifth. They key
blows were bases loaded singles
by Peter Mrowka and Brian
Bonollo off Colby starter Roy
Dow. Bill Collins came on to
relieve Dow after Bonollo 's
single and didn 't allow a hit
over the last 2 Vi innings, but the
Mules were unable to get to
winning hurler Bill Cartezon
(4-0), despite outhitting the
Bobcats 10-6.
Bates opened the second
game with'two unearned runs in
the first inning, and that proved to be all that they would
need. John Collins' grounder

blenis. Cousins may have pushed this switch, too far in trying
to show the audience the underside of Robert 's character ,
however.

•Dorm staff -———
West

of the ori ginal script and the
revised edition which mentioned London street names in a
New York context.

The tremendously powerfu l ,
The three actors who directed unspoken feelings that lurk
themselves used the space well amongst the points of this ''exan d use d severa l ver y clever ternal triangle " were played
gestures and mannerisms. They subtly enough to be lifelike , but
chose wisely to avoid complica- devastated the audience with
their poignancy.
This production pfoved that
tions with British accents and*
there are some excellent conmove the setting from London
temporary plays being written
to New York . Overall this
worked, well and helped to ex- tha t are challenging, yet within
the ran ge of good student acpand the obvious sense of
tors, I hope all Colby theatre
universality that "BiHrayaP'
takes oh; There were some will follow the example of these
strange combinations, however, aqtprs jn the . future .
, ,

PDT

Andy Worthington HR
Anne Bdatright
George Gibson
Chris Powell
Lindsay Carroll
Mary McCarty

Robins 102
Robins 203
Chaplin 114
Chaplin 314
Pepper 122
Pepper 326

Brian Clark HR

Charmaine Twigg

ZETE (Quiet Dorm)
Imogen Mintzer HR
Nick Ophuls
LCA

TDP
,>, ,.,

rt/
¦"'

C

Dou g Seal i se HR
Helen Mu i r
Line Peirce HR

¦

Elizabeth Sedor

3rd floor

. •

3rd floor

3r d f loor

3rd floor
j

Reagan's America has gained reputation as oppressor
by SCUDDER KELVIE

(Note: This commentary is being reprint ed after mistakes in
last week's layout made it virtually impossible to understand.
The ECHO apologizes for any inconveniences this may have
caused.)
Not only is this an election year, but it is a year in which
American soldiers have died in Lebanon and Grenada, focusing a great deal of attention on Roanld Reagan and his administration's foreign policies. With much of the European community protesting against the deployment of nuclear missiles

Commentary

there, with fighting still raging in war-torn Lebanon, and, closest
to home, elections taking place amidst civil war in El Salvador,
there are indeed a great many questions which need answering.
Most recently it was unveiled that the CIA has taken an active
role in the mining of Nicaraguan harbors and the destabilization of that nation's economy . Ronald Reagan claims that he
is acting in the best interests of the United States, yet at the same
time, as indicated by cries of "Fuera Yanquis" throughout Latin
America and the world wide outrage expressed during the invasion of Grenada, our country is gaining a reputation as an
oppressive, imperialist aggressor that is to be feared as much
as, if not more than, the Soviet Union.
The focus of Reagan's policies in Latin America is not the
economic value of the area , but rather communist, or more
specifically, Soviet, influence there. Although the region is important economically, it is questionable how dependent the U.S.
is upon these countries. Certainly Mexico is important due to
its oil wealth, but beyond that, bananas, coffee* spices, and sugar
cane, which still remain the principle cash crops of Latin
America and the Carribean , are of limited importance. A far
greater economic importance exists among these nations as
buyers of U.S. products. And contrary to what might be
thought, revolution and political turmoil do not disturb this trade
as much as might be expected. Indeed , Coca-Cola still reigns
supreme, even in Nicaragua. Much more emphasis has been placed on the geographic proximity of the Central American countries to the U.S., and thus the dangers that civil strife and communism pose to our homeland.
Yet it remains unclear exactly what this communist danger
is. Certainly the democracy and liberty we enjoy is far superior
to the oppression that exists in the Soviet Union, and there is
little doubt that our economy is more efficient than theirs. As
a close ally, and perhaps a pawn of the USSR, Cuba has
demonstrated some questionable tendencies in the Carribean and
Africa. In hindsight, it would appear that Grenada was indeed
becoming an armed camp of the Cubans. But the mistake that

is made far too often is immediately associating the word "communist" with either of these nations.
Two years prior to the invasion, Grenadan president Maurice
Bishop made several attempts at establishing diplomatic relations with the U.S. He was turned away. Presently, as during
the last several years, the Nicaraguan government is likewise
attempting to begin negotiations. They have been unanswered.
In 1954, when the CIA engineered a coup in Guatemala , there
were no discernable ties with the USSR or Cuba. There were,
however, rumors of communist influences within the
democratically elected administration, and so it was deposed
and a government more favorable to U.S. interests was installed. In that instance, U.S. interests meant the welfare of the
United Fruit Company. It would be naive to deny Soviet involvement in some of these situations, but the association that
eventually emerges results, not because both parties are communist and therefore have identical intentions, but because there
is no superpower a new government can turn to but the USSR.
As an economic theory, communism is riddled with holes.
In the Soviet Union, shortages of goods are commonplace. The
wage and salary system is incredibly warped, often offering an
individual little chance to improve his or her. standard of living. Probably the most common objection to Marxism is that
it is essentially "de-humanizing, " that it reduces incentive to
work, and creates a myriad of bureaucratic entanglements. But
Marxism, like Capitalism, is not unvarying. Although most people would agree that our economic system is basically more successful than Marxism, there are a number of Capitalist
economies that are highly unsuccessful. Yet that is not sufficient basis to refute it as an economic model. When discussing
either system, it is essential to view them in context of the society
and culture at issue.
Since the time of Cortez, Latin America has constantly
struggled through various stages of oppression. The problems
that exist throughout the region are all similiar, and have existed for centuries. Most Central American "democracies" are
dominated by an upper class white sector, usually of European
descent. In most instances, the economic foundation rests on
a system akin to medieval serfdom . In pre-reyolution Nicaragua,
in Guatemala, and in El Salvador, 75-90 percent of the arable
land has, by tradition, been owned by only 10-20 percent of
the population. Large numbers of peasants live in the "Campo," or countryside, frequently with very limited communication and health care, and no educaiton. Elections , if they exist,
are rigged. In Mexico, regarded by most in the U.S. as a stable,
democratic nation, the ruling party, PRI , has been in power
since the revolution in 1920. PRI controls the candidates,
manipulates the unions, and at times, resorts to violence to maintain power.
Human rights have been a point of great concern, not in postrevolution Nicaragua or Cuba, but in the supposedly democratic
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Fonimt (fo '* ram) n. a public discussion of items of common interest
[L. forum, the market-placej.

countries, Guatemala, EI Salvador, Honduras, and expecially
Nicaragua under the Somoza regime. Amnesty International,
a non-partisan organization, has consistently rated these governments as the worst in the world regarding human rights. Yet
in El Salvador, where the right-wing death squads blatantly
murder upwards of 5000 people each year, U.S. military
assistance continues to flow in. Recently, President Reagan
refused to link continuation of this aid to improvements in
human rights.
Conservatives still insist that such "democratic " governments
are superior than Nicaragua's "de-humanizing" communist
system. But since the revolution roughly a fifth of the nation's
arable land has been turned over to the public, an ownership
increase of 25 percent. Health care costs covered by the government have increased from 30 to 70 percent, a number of laws
have been enacted establishing a secure minimum wage, unions
have been organized with the right to criticize the administration , and illiteracy, the plague of all Central America, has
decreased form 55 to 12 percent. Certainly Nicaragua has not
been cured of all its woes. Food shortages still exist, and many
people are quick to criticize the government and point out faults
in the system. But it is important to realize that they are criticizing, wheras under Somoza they could not. Communism is NOT
the perfect solution in Nicaragua, or anywhere. But when a
population struggles in abject poverty, even the problems that
communism give rise to are a significant improvement.
Over the past five or six years, accusations have flown from
all sides about one group's involvement in some civil war. Again,
it would be ignorant to deny Soviet or Cuban involvement in
some political situations. But it is equally ignorant to label that
as "The Cause" of turmoil. It must not be forgotten that the
people of Latin America survive in conditions that are
unimaginable to most in the U.S. They often lack the most basic
necessities for health and sanitation , let alone education ,~and
struggle against stunningly corrupt police and military forces.
Similiar conditions, or perhaps even better conditions, existed
in the thirteen colonies toward the latter half of the 18th century. Revolution, and ultimately, the United States of America,
was the result. And certainly it would be foolish to blame the
French for causing the war simply because they assisted the
rebels. Yet the U.S. now will not allow a population to change
its government,'to struggle to improve its living conditions,
without pointing a finger at an "evil communist empire" and
immediately rushing to crush all dissent. The Reagan administration still blindly pursues a victory for democracy and freedom
throughou t the world, while somehow ignoring the brutal consequences and ironies of its policies.
The basic issues that emerge from the entire conflict are issues
concerning improvement of human rights, the possibility of at
least a basic educaiton and even limited health care. To "ignore the plight of the people of the third world" is to ignore
the fallacy of democracy in that context, to ignore the misery
and suffering which Reagan's foreign policy condones, to blindly
label communism the root of all evil in the world. Perhaps
"idealism" is impractical, yet to dismiss the moral element involved, to look past the suffering of millions of people,as not
only impractical but cruel and horribly out of place in a land
that has traditionally professed to stand in support of liberty
and justice.

Robbins thro ws in towel f or many reaso ns
by NASH ROBBINS
M y fellow Americans , it is with mixed feelings that I hereby
withdraw from candidacy for nomination to run for President.
I do not make this move lightly. After several days of thought,
however, I have come to the conclusion that it is best for myself
and more importantly, for mv country.

The Columni st

Alth ough my reasons are numerous , here are but a few: with
only three votes to my name, I have little chance of defeating
even Jackson; my fund raising efforts have resulted in an overdraft at my bank; my campaign manager's claim that Bermuda
is not a state means that campaigning there is out of the quest ion , which, in turn , raises the question, 'why campaign at all? '
I do not for a moment however, regret my campaign . Like
all such efforts, it had its ups and downs , its ins and outs, its
high and lows, its good and bad points. It has been a campaign
of joy and of sorrow; a campaign for truth and justice, bogged
down in the end by the cruelty of an uncaring world; a campaign begun with optimism and high ideals, and destroyed by
the harsh realities of a political system based on greed, bribery,
and dishonesty; a campaign begun between classes, and ended
by the work required for them.
It has been a campaign fraught with controversy .Some have

argued that I have not been sincere, t hat I am makin g f un of
the political process,, insulting America 's leaders and would-be
leaders, and generally having a good time instead of addressing the issues with serious intent , as all p oli t ical can did ates
should. This reaction did not surprise me; all politicains must
be prepared for such malcontents. With a little alcohol and a
few good drugs, I should be able to forgive and forget.
I t has b een a cam paign f rau ght with emot ions , both pleasant
and unpleasant. The joy of those first, giddy days after I announced my candidacy, when wc worked long hours gladly, feeling that anything was possible; the excitement of formulating
a whole new political theory , which would allow us to spend
weeks at a time on warm, sunny beaches while searching for
votes; the disappointment of losing money at fund-raisers , the
despair of learning that Bermuda is not a state, and wou ld no t
become one before the elections; the gloom surrounding our
inability to find a suitable vice-presidential running mate; the
dread of writirig my Lear paper, (which I plan to do tomorrow , maybe). My memory will hold all these emotions, and
more, until long after they have become unpleasant.
The dedication of those working for me, too, will stay with
me forever. The tenacity of my campaign manager, as he downed his third pitcher of beer, refusin g to work, or even go to
classes, until our now-famous political theory was complete.
The courage of my eventual running-mate, even if she refused

to let her name be known. And the determination of the editor,
as she refused to let me skip even one week of the column.
Of course, who could forget the voters who supported me
throughout the campaign? And the volunteers who donated their
va lua ble t ime t o make it t he success it was , wor k in g lon g hours
cheerfully and suffering the hardships of helping an unknown
candidate gladly? I would be the last to forget them , had they
existed.
Yes, tny campaign is over, but it will linger on in my memory
like thcaiftertaste of warm beer and cold pizza eaten too early
on the morning after the night before. And it will linger in my
checkbook , as well, but that is another matter entirely.
I am not disappointed. I put up a good fight , I worked hard ,
and so did my campaign manager. We can be proud of the three
votes promised us, even if they ore never actually cast. And
always I will carry with me a faith in mankind , once lost but
restored, by the aid I was given by friends and strangers alike,
as they helped me through the darkest moments of my struggle.
No, I do not regret a moment of the campaign. It gave me
material for al| these columns, and so prevented the editor from
tearing my head off,¦ although
she threatened to do so more than
¦¦
' ¦ ¦ ¦¦
• ' ¦ ^"
;
once.
; • ¦• ,
But now, my race is over. It is up to Reagan; Mondale, Hart,
Jackson, and whoever else is running. May the best man win,
'¦ >
if there is one among them.

Old Haek Festival is true culture—sort of
arm y, a place he did not want to go. The comic possibilities
here are endless, but McMally missed all of them . The jok es
were hardly recognizable as such, turning, as they did on obscure
puns from the dental industry (one of the more obvious, less
funny ones — "Doctor: You should floss everyday, or you'll
get cavities. Man: That' s my floss,;! guess").
McMally even blew the climax of the play, what could have
been a seering indictment of humanity and war. Instead , it came
out as a mild complaint about the lack of a really good tasting
toothpaste . However , the cast did their level best , and at that
level were not bad.
The final play of this evening was by Huge Ohneil. His last
effort , was written when the man was at the end of his tether ,
when he was a ravin g, maniacal , paranoid , drunken vegetable .
The play, "Louie ," followed an old drunken , raving, paranoid ,
manaiacal vegetable of a play write , whose friend , L ouie , died
sometime before. Or maybe Louie was an enemy; or maybe they
didn 't know each other at all. I dori 't know; the text was too
fUU of wierd blue lights and long, long silences with very little
action , evidently some kind of dream sequences . I fell asleep.
But before I did, I noticed that virtually the entire cast did
a fine job , except for a couple of people in white coats (doctors? Ambulance drivers? Men who-liked white coats? I don't
know) who forgot all their lines and laughed throughout their
sequence. Or were they supposed to do that?
The second night began with "Surprise , it's Mine ," one of
the disappointments of the series . Having read this play, by Elba
Carovan , I was well aware of just how far this once fine author
has fallen. But its director , for sortie reason , decided to make
the play make sense. Suddenly, there was a plot line, audible
dialogue , and a definite ending. In the original, there is no real

Colby's student drama club, the Chowder and Prig, presented
its annual Old Hack festival last weekend, offering a series of
six plays by writers too old and decrepit to be well-known now,
if they ever were . This is the kind of cultural event that students
here ought to . be aware of, for the series of plays were both enjoyable and moving, sort of.
The plays were presented on alternate nights , in grou ps of
three. Or maybe it was on three consecutive nights , in groups
of two. Anyway, the series went on much too long for anyone
to stay awake , but it was still a good series of plays, well written , directed and performed . Well, soft of.
The first play performed was "Lox and Pox", by one-time
award winner Julia M.Wonton. The play involved a Jewish old
folks' home and an epidemic of small pox. Wonton , who at
one time wrote such classics as "Rocks and Jocks ", has clearly
lost whatever ability she once had to create new, vital and interesting characters , a believable or humorous plot line, or sensible dialogue. Indeed , the old hack 'has begun to copy over the
once-successful plot line of "Rocks and Jocks ", which makes
for a rather confusing story line, since the cross-religious translation of the old plot line to the old Jews ' home just does not work .
However , it was well acted and directed and lit and all that
stuff. It was, therefore , a fine attempt at a bad play which is
just what the Old Hack festival is about.
V
Terr y McMally tried to return to his former level of brilliance
(he won severa l award s in the late fiO's, and has been silent since
then) with "Crest ", the second play presented. Predictably
enough , the old foggy blew if. He should have stayed home with
his old awards and . watched television. In fact , it seems that
television gave him the basis- for this play, which followed a
draftee who was having his teeth checked before going into the

plot line, certainly no dialogue worthy of that name , and an
ending which involves the actors wanderin g back and forth
across the stage, until the audience gets tired and leaves. I won't
say that the director ruined it , exactly, but I , for one, had been
looking forward to the nap I normally take durin g that finale.
"What for did you say 'what for ' for what , when? " was one
of the finest pieces in the entire two nights of plays . J.P. ('My
Name's J.P. But It Sure Ain't Mor gan') Die was never a good
playwri te, sinking almost instand y into a well-deserved anonymity. This, his latest effort , was about a bench. Marked by fine
acting and directin g, the thirt y minute stunner was simply incredible , and incredibl y simple. Who ever heard of a play about
a bench before?
The next night' s entertainment was finished off by a promising young hack , just at the end of a short but fruitful career
and just entering the twilight of his years . Just beginning, in
other words , to write really badly. "Due to Wife ", by Clark
Highcliff , was about some kid from somewhere who went
somewhere else to do something, and how he met some girl there ,
and married her , or maybe they just went to bed together. At
any rate , it was one of the most confusing plots around , and
a truly fine effort by this young hack . Watch for more bad stuff
from him, before he burns out and dies a tra gic death from
alcohol or something.
Oh , and the acting and directin g and all that were pretty good,
too. .
Colby 's Chowder and Pri g ar e due a rousin g round of applause for this year 's Old Hack festival . The variet y of decrepit
writers represented was wonderful , and the culture these plays
br ought to Colby was endless. Sort of. You know?
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Happy birthday, Donald
Duck. Mickey ain 't got
nothin ' on ya'.
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This movicT— and its rath er kind of me to call it that
— is abou t some, woman who is in love with some guy,
and her daughter , who is in love with some other guy, only she dies. Sound familiar? Yup. The thing is a direct ripoff of tha t classic nick, "Some Girl in Love". It really
is a shame that an old classic life is rui ned by sloppy
, ,.
rem akes like this. , .; ¦¦ ,
Still , it was a popular movie, and 1 supposeyou'll want
to see it , .whenever , we put it oh. Wh ich means I'll have
to sit through the damn thing four times. I wish you would
have some jh ought tyr a guy's feelings, and not . come , but
if you insist , I 'll do it. 7
7 •
Tl?e other thing, later this week (or is it earlier? ) is an
old Hitc licock; thriller , ^Hear ^yindow V,,starring James
Steyytirt. , Prett y amazing flick, it, Is, top;, I never knew, the ,
old giiy made ,movies like that just . seeing Jimmy, th en
alrea dy pve; % ^act ," It up Is .qMJ te a sight, and well worth ,
the ^llairJa ^mNor l*,,' : ' ;" ,, : , . ' , ,^ ,, ,' ; \., - : ,yy, ; , '. ; ,\ , ( ', , , .
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by HOT SPRINGS

Well , Stuge Films has really blown it this time , I mean,
we've brought some bad movies-to Colby, but this one
takes the cake. Whoever scheduled this one should be shot.
This , Tuesday, no, Thursday , no , Wednesday, well ,
sometime, Stuge films is presenting "Terms of Endearment " , starring Jack Nicholson and some other fools who
can 't act worth ai damn , and directed by some turkey who
should be satisfied with a polaroid one-step, instead of taking away people 's time and money by churning out this
'

junk. ' , i •
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How I spent my
I have standards
spring vacation
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I strolled ,
,
strangely solemn ,
as a mid-afternoon sun
shone in freckles and rays
through the barren redwood branches.
I come upon n bro ok
>
and I decided to read the brook. Ola , ha — get it?)
Anyway — I stood at the brook
pond ering the meaning of spri ngtime ,
when I caught a moose out of the
corner of my eye.
He was a great bull moose—
und he was pissing.
And he pissed , and pissed, and pissed—
loud and annoyingly .
It was an irritation — a nauseating noise.
And he just kept pissing and pissing
and pissing and pissing and pissing,
And I just kept staring.
(It was rude , I know),
But it was so natura l , so wonderful ,
lio disgusting. •
j.
I .felt, privileged
*•
to witness this putr id scene.
For me, It was sprin gtime at its best,
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Rumor has it that the Violent Femmes may perform at Colby for senior week. Simply stated: I refuse to let this occur.
Why? Because I' ve never heard of them (and I' m sure that this
is true for the majority of the rest of the campus as well).
Granted ; they could be a really talente d group, and they might
even play some reall y entertaini ng alternative music...
But. like I said , I' ve never heard of them; so why should I
be forced to ,listen to their trash. I mean , even if the Rolling
Stones were coming, I certainly wouldn 't attend their concert
if I didn 't know who they were. Why take a chance? They might
be terrible for all 1 know.
It' s like that group that came to'play at Colby a couple of
weeks ago - The Gang of Four. (I didn 't go. 1 had never heard
of them cither. But I bet they were terrible.) First of all , what
kind of a name is Gang of Four? What are they — communists
or musicians? Even if I did know who they were, I'd be afraid
to go to the concert for fear of the name alone. (And I'll tell
you a secret —• I hear that the Gang of Four actually has only
three1- members. What a ripoffI)
Arid speaking of names — what kin d of a name is "Violent
Femmes?" I recently looked up the word Femmes (I had to go
all the way to the library and look through severa l foreign dictionaries —but I finally found it -— the word is French. ), and
do you know what it means? It means women. So why don 't
they just call themselves the Violent \Vomen? Why do they have
to get bilingual bn us? What are they ' ~ subversives? They
should either have a completely American name — or switch
to all French and go back where they came from. I' m not fooled that easily,!
r
If I were in charg e, the concerts would be a heckuva lot more
fun and familia r to us all. We could get some great cover bands
to play the songs we really like. Or eyen better , I know a guy
who can get us journey for a song. (Ha ha -^ jet it?)
So whoever is in charge , get with it! Lean on the radio. Quit
bend ing over backwards trying to be innovative •— we just don 't
deserve tha t ! . ' , ,

Wholesale athletic changes at Colby

"Hoops " and "Stats" out

Women 's track in
by HOOPS SHAUGHNESSEY
In a surprising move that
shocked the sportsworld, Colby College Trustees voted by a
13-12 margin to keep Women's
Track, at least through the 1990
outdoor season. College President Willy Caught-her made the
announcement at a press conference this morning held in his
office in Eustis.
The announcement came at a
time when vicious rumors of
recruiting violations have been
circling the Mayflower Hill
campus. These rumors suggest
a number of infractions , including under the table payoffs

to team-members who place in
their event(s), and free cars to
team-members. Though these
changes are not substantiated,
NESCAC will be carrying out
a year-long investigation beginning in June.
The Trustees met last Saturday in a secret high level
meeting in Boston. Said trustee
Sirhan Sirhan, "We thought,
why stop with frats ,what about
Women's Track?" He also added, "You never read about
them in Sports Illustrated ,
besides, they're really an exclusive group, which goes
against our move to commun ism. "

In an announcement . that
shocked the Maine sports community, the Colby Sports
Writers Association yesterday
said that editors Stats Gammons and Hoops Shaughnessy
of the MUCKRAKER would be
asked to relinquish the coveted
Mule/Moose award , for excellence in sports journalism ,
due to what was referred to by
the CSWA as "faulty representation of the 'lesser' Colby
athletic teams."

Women's track: causing
problems.

Gammons and Shaughnessy,
who accepted the s20,OOO.0Q
award (payable in Isaac's pizza)
in March, were cited for neglecting to give full coverage to such
sports as Grew, Polo, Archery,
Cricket, and Women's Track as
a result of numerous complaints
from members of these teams.
A spokesperson for Eleven

Mules are out

In a surprise move, Colby
President Caught-her announced today that the college's football team will be disbanded.
"Look ," said Caught-her,
"they did so poorly last season
that almost everybody has
forgotten they exist. Why keep
pouring money into the
program?"
Instead , Colby will give added supporty to two athletic
areas hitherto neglected ,
women's sports and tritimate
frisbee.
"Those kids on the ultimate
team have been playing their
hearts out ," said Caught-her,
"and it 's about time the college
did something for them."
"Oh , yeah , the women
haven 't been.doing too badly,
either ," he added.
The majority of the funds,
about 3,000 dollars, "will go to
the frisbee team , he said. That
will leave the various women 's

Alive, an organization tor the vague: "This is a .terrible blow
promotion of minor inter- to Colby and to journalism.
collegiate sports at Colby, had This is right up there with the
earlier issued a statement at- discovery that Alex Haley was
tacking the ECHO for its prac- an orphan."
tices regarding such sports as
Gammons and Shaughnessy
Women's Track . "It is obvious
responded
to the charges to
from our fan support ," the
reporters
after
the conference.
statement said , "that the Coloffered
Track?"
"Women's
by community is crazy over
"I
thought
it
was a
Gammons.
Women's Track. At our last
the
late
television
series
in
meet against Southern Cal
sixties."
(Veteran 's Hospital) for instance, 30,000 spectators turn"No, I've heard of it , " said
ed out to cheer on our women."
Shaughnessy. "But it'sMiot the
Apathy Overt, Chief Editor policy of MUCKRAKER sports
of the MUCKRAKER , came to to print public service informathe defense of the two j our- tion. But there is always advernalists: "Sure I think that an tising space..."
important and valid issue has
As for the award , Gammons
been raised here...but, then
again, I'm a big fan of Seller's was not distraught: "I've
already eaten all of the pizza,
macaroni and cheese."
anyway
."
President Caught-her was less

U SFL is in

sports teams about "15 dollars
and 43 cents," he said.
"Cool," said John C. Peterson, Captain of the ultimate
squad. "Now, we can be more
like the Rugby team, and have
kegs after every game." Loud
singing of dirty songs and
massive intakes of illicit drugs
were also mentioned as possibly
resulting from the new funding.
The women 's teams were
equally enthused.
'•Wow ," said Maura Marson, coach for more of the girl's
teams than anyone can list ,
"that automatically doubles our
budget. Do you think we'll get
a decent locker room , now?"
Members of Colby 's old
football team were less pleased.
"Hey, wc won a couple of
them , didn 't we?" asked one
member. "I think we did. Let
me go check. "
The members delivered an
ultimatum to Caught-her

by STATS GAMMONS

In response to the purchase
and move to Maine of the
Charleston Charlies triple-A
baseball franchise by Bangor
entrepreneur Stanley Kobritz ,
Colby President Willie Caughther - 'isr.erd ay announced that
he , alou _ with Waterv ille
Mayor May Hill , has obtained
a controlling interest in the Pittsburgh Maulers USFL franchise
and intends to transfer its
operations 'to Mayflower Hill
for the 1985 season. The team ,
which is currently struggling
through its debut season at the
bottom of the Atlantic division
of the USFL's Eastern Conference, will , according to
Caught-her , play its initial
season in Waterville at Colby 's
Seaverns Field , which seats apmmmwaanmmmmm ,mmmam.
.' .j mmmmmmmHmmmmmmumammmmammmmmmmmamm
^
mmmm ^mm
proximately
3,000.
Colby football Is on Its way ou.t as Caught-her cops the
Caught-her said . that
although the poor facilities and
cont on p. 8 Pittsburgh Maulers

limited capacity of Seaverns
could be a problem during
the
upcoming
season
plans are in the making for a
new , multi-faceted , multimillion dollar domed sports
complex, to be completed in
time for the 1986 season. The
stadium , tentatively referred to
as the Nard Dome, will seat an
estimated 62,000 spectators for
the football (but hopefully more
for Women 's Track), and will
be constructed in conjunction
with the new student facility.
Caught-her was excited about
the possibilities: "An idea has
been proposed to construct a
new dirting hall within the
stadium , with luxury boxes as
eating space. Even th e
dishwashers could watch the
game on closed-cifcuit TV!"
The Maulers were shocked at
the announcement , which came
during practice Wednesday..
Mike Rozier , multi-million

cont on p. 8

It's p ainf u l the w ay they h andle stick s
Pam. Think about it for a moment. Think about the worst
pain ypu were ever in. Think about the absolute worst feeling
in the world. Was it the time you broke your leg skiing? The
time your sister smashed your hand in the car door? The time
when , as a fre&S.nan, you made the mistake of eating some of
Seller's Special Mystery Meat? Go ahead. Think about it. For
a long time.
You think that was pain? You think that hurt? You 're a wimp,
Yeah !You! You d on't know pain from a hole in your head.
You would n't know what pain was if a 50 foot square block
of concrete landed on your foot. You have absolutely no idea
what pain is.
You don 't play women's lacrosse and pain is what women 's
lacrosse is about. Giving it, and getting it. That wonderful sound

given off by the breaking bones of an opponent. That awful
feeling t hat y our left foot is b uried in the mud, 20 feet away.
That flash of pleasure that comes from breaking an opponent' s
larynx. That sinking feeling that comes when you realize you r
left eye is hanging out of its socket, again. ,
Those arc the things the women of the lacrosse team live for.
And train for. That's right, train, 24 hours a day. Grueling 20
mile luns, followed by a double-time crawl back to the campus. Three hours of squat-thrusts every day. Whipping oneanbther for hours on end , getting used to the pain. And getting
to like it, too.
Yeah. These women work hard . And the work is paying off.
You can tell it is. You can sec it in the fear written across the
faces of the enemy. You can sense it in their pain-filled faces
after an especially effective play. You can notice it when they

• /
all run away.
The women's lacrosse team has won all of its games this
season, never by less than 14 points. Three teams have cancelled due to inclement weather, on days when the sun was shining. One team tried to sue Colby, but the girls visited them ,
and the suit was .dropped.
That is a good season.
A good, painful season.
So listen up, you 6'10'' football players; you 6'8" rugby men;
you J*S" hockey players. Yeah, you !Listen! If you want pain ,
you can get it. But you got to change your sex first, and you
got to toughen up. Alot. Because the women's lacrosse team
doesn't take men. And it doesn't take wimps, either.

Put results before ethics
This election year, it is important that all voters take a close
look at the political issues of the
day. Note that word, political.
Who was it that said that

Commentary
Politics is the art of the possible? Well, whoever he was, he
was right. We must analyze
Reagan's presidential record in
light of its political savvy, rather
than flying off on some weird
tangent about morals and ethics
and sin. Politicians must be
concerned with getting things
done, not with some high
falutin ' ideals.
Some say that Reagan 's penchant for jelly beans is wrong
on the grounds that it is promoting tooth decay . This may
be true', I suppose, although I
challenge anyone to find
reliable reports to back up the
claim. But what if it is true? It's
simply one part of his political
campaign to restore America to
its former days of greatness.
His promotion of jelly beans
is good for this country in
several ways. First of all, it
stimulates the economy. Not
j ust one company, but all

makers of jelly beans profit
from his example, since most
people are unaware of what
brand he eats, and since most
couldn't afford theni, anyway.
And higher profits mean more
people employed, more money
spent; and more taxes sent to
the government. How can any
of this be seen as negative?
But this is not the end of the
benefits " of his plan. Other
countries, seeing the popularity of the confectionary here,
begin to import them. Presto:
More money pumped into the
economy, and the balance of
trade deficit disappears. And
what about the profit for our
nation's starving dentists? If the
beans promote tooth decay,
they also promote use of dentists, which will also stimulate
the economy. Reagan's penchant for j elly, beans must be
seen as a political campaign to
boost America 's economy,
which suffered so under
previous
Democratic ,
^
presidents. Did Carter eat j elly
beans? No. The closest he came
was when his brother drank
beer, and that sight was almost
enough to destroy the beer industry permanently.
There have also been vicious

attacks against Reagan's wife
made by opponents of the
American way of life. All right,
she's ugly, vacuous, pathetic,
and generally useless. This is
simply part of Reagan 's
political savvy, again. In bringing a woman with the brains of
a rotting vegetable and possibly
the looks of one, too, he is
stimulating the economy in
several ways. The cosmetics industry had done land mark
business since Nancy took over
the White-House, as millions of
women go for the 'anything but
Nancy' look. Colleges across
the nation report dramatic rises
in enrollment among women,
since they all want to avoid winding up like her. Even the
underground economy is doing
better — since she began her
war on drugs, thousands of
otherwise honest kids have been
hooked, just to spite her.
Reagan's policies work. The
economy is booming. There is
no hunger in the streets now
that the masses eat jelly beans,
and all the women look and
think better than ever before .
Clearly, we are in Reagan 's
debt. I suggest we make him
king for life.
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Commen tary
sion which will satisfy not only
our physical selves, but our
moral selves, because we all suffer when our president is an immoral devil incarnate .
Not that Reagan is a devil incarnate. But we still should take
a close look at the issues, just
in case.
First of all, look at his likes
and dislikes. What we have here
is a president who likes jelly
beans. Jelly beans are his ruling
passion. He would kill for the
things. In fact , he has, once or
twice. Remember the invasion
of Grenada? Well, guess what
small island country was once
k nown f or it s ex port of a small
sugary confection shaped
roughly like an egg?
Rea gan a l so l i kes Nanc y
Reagan. This is enough, surely,
t o mar k him as ch ronical ly
senile, if not hopelessly insane.
Just one look at her vacuous
smile an d f awnin g attitu de
would turn most men off —
and quite possibly kill them. To
have to listen to her whining
voice as she talks about how
terrible dru gs are,, an d how
awful all her dresses are, and
how nasty the press is to Ronnie, nnd how much she loves the
new White House china.... tlie
guy must be nuts by now, if he
wasn 't when he married her.

Of course, we all have a
moral stake in this. It is, after
all, our fault that Washington ,
D.C. 's social life is ruled over
by a brainless hag, whose IQ
makes valley girls look like
geniuses and whose acting ability makes Big Bird look like a

advertising campaign in
history? How many jelly beans
has the company sold since his
election? How many would they
sell, if not for him? How much
money did they contribute to his
campaign? Millions of children
who look up to Reagan as a
kind of hero are having their
teeth rotted through , and it is
your fault — I voted for
Anderson.

possible Oscar nominee. Wc
have to take pity on the rest of
the politicians and such like
forms of life, and get her out of
there.
As for the jelly beans, is it not
true that , in placing in prominate office a man whose diet
is almost entirely sugar, a president who is rarely seen more

But it's okay . You can vote
against Reagan , and help keep
millions of teeth whole. Or you
can be responsible for boring
thousands of innocents in
Washington and for untold
millions of teeth rotting out ,
and I hope you feel good about
yourself in the morning.

than five feet from a bowl of
sugar (a special air force man
follows him around with the
bowl 24 hours a day), we have
all created the most effective
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useful! I use one every time I
use the steps, and it really helps
me keep my balance,
Not everyone uses them ,
though. I keep seeing people
running (or walking, or jogging
even) up the steps , and I just
know they'll get hurt real bad
some time. But not me, I use
them rails.
And hows about them memo
boards people can put up on
their doors, so people can leave
messages and stuff? Wow ! Talk
a b ou t usef u l, those things arc
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Say, hows about them railings on the steps outside of the
Library and everywhere else,
too? Boy, those things are
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Farm (farm)
with lots
: by n. a place
of manure .
produced
bull , pigs and other animals ,
usually considered uncultured and backwards.
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Don t vote for tooth decay
In this election year, it is important that all of us, liberals
and conservatives alike, take a
close look at the issues. We
must take care to make a deci-
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just amazing. Listen , I see them
all over the place, seems like
everybody has one , just about ,
and almost all of them are
covered with not,es and
messages and stuff from
friends. They 're so useful , I got
two. I just wish I would get
some notes.
Listen, while I'm on the subject , hows abou t them night
lights? 1 mean the lamps outside. Listen, those things really

are great. I can see all the way
from Roberts Union to my
dorm , no matter how late I'm
up. And that can get really late
— I haven 't been to bed before
11 in a couple of weeks now.
Hey, I'm on a run , now.
Hows about them book return
boxes in that big hallway in the
library? I haven't had to use one
yet, but it makes me sleep better at night , knowing that
they 're around. Great , huh?

No culture!?!
First it was R.E.M., and maybe 600 people showed up. Then
it was The Gang of Four , and maybe 250. Now this — listen ,

Commentary

I' m getting kind of fed up with Colby students.
Michael Jackson opened last Friday night to a gymnasium
filled to overflowing with air. Only 107 people came to see the
legendary singer stmt his stuff , an d 43 of th ose were workin g
for Social Life.
107 people! Holy smokes, what is wrong with you all? Are
you all cultural ignoramuses? Haven't you heard about the singing sensation of the century? At only 10 dollars per ticket , this
concert was the bargain of the century.
Th e s h ow s t ar t ed of f on time wit h Jackson 's opening act ,
Prince, This was not an act for your normal Colby student but
it would have been a good experience for most. His taunt guitar
work , his incre d ib le s pli ts , and his tight pants made this one
of the best openers ever at Colby. Not only did Prince give a
fine show, obviously enjoying himself (lie even loked about the
cont on p. 8

Reagan 's America has gained reputation as oppressor
by SCUDDER KELVIE

is made far too often is immediately associating the word "comcountries, Guatemala, EI Salvador, Honduras, and expecially
munist" with either of these nations.
Nicaragua under the Somoza regime. Amnesty International,
(Note: This commentary is being reprinted after mistakes in
a non-partisan organization, has consistently rated these governTwo years prior to the invasion, Grenadan president Maurice
last week's layout made it virtually impossible to understand.
Bishop made several attempts at establishing diplomatic relaments as the worst in the world regarding human rights. Yet
The ECHO apologizes for any inconveniences this may have
tions with the U.S. He was turned away. Presently, as during .
in
El Salvador, where the right-wing death squads blatantly
caused.)
the last several years, the Nicaraguan government is likewise
murder
upwards of 5000 people each year, U.S. military
attempting to begin negotiations. They have been unanswered.
Not only is this an election year, but it is a year in which
assistance
continues to flow in. Recently, President Reagan
In 1954, when the CIA engineered a coup in Guatemala, there
American soldiers have died in Lebanon and Grenada, focusrefused
to
link continuation of this aid to improvements in
were no discernable ties with the USSR or Cuba. There were,
ing a great deal of attention on Roanld Reagan and his adhuman
rights.
however, rumors of communist influences within the
ministration's foreign policies. With much of the European comConservatives still insist that such "democratic" governments
democratically elected administration, and so it was deposed
munity protesting against the deployment of nuclear missiles
are
superior than Nicaragua's "de-humanizing" communist
and a government more favorable to U.S. interests was installsystem.
But since the revolution roughly a fifth of the nation's
ed. In that instance, U.S. interests meant the welfare of the
arable
land
has been turned over to the public, an ownership
United Fruit Company. It would be naive to deny Soviet inincrease
of
25
percent. Health care costs covered by the governvolvement in some of these situations, but the association that
ment
have
increased
from 30 to 70 percent, a number of laws
there, with fighting still raging in war-torn Lebanon, and, closest
eventually emerges results, not because both parties are comN have been enacted establishing a secure minimum wage, uniohs
to home, elections taking place amidst civil war in El Salvador,
munist and .therefore have identical intentions, but because there
have been organized with the right to criticize the administrathere are indeed a great many questions which need answering.
is no superpower a new government can turn to but the USSR.
Most recently it was unveiled that the CIA has taken an active
tion , and illiteracy, the plague of all Central America, has
As an economic theory, communism is riddled with holes.
role in the mining of Nicaraguan harbors and the destabilizadecreased
form 55 to 12 percent. Certainly Nicaragua has not
In the Soviet Union , shortages of goods are commonplace. The
been
cured
of all its woes. Food shortages still exist, and many
tion of that nation's economy. Ronald Reagan claims that he
wage and salary system is incredibly warped, often offering an
is acting in the best interests of the United States, yet at the same
people
are
quick
to criticize the government and point out faults
individual little chance to improve his or her. standard of livin
the
system.
But
it is important to realize that they are criticiztime, as indicated by cries of "Fuera Yanquis" throughout Latin
ing. Probably the most common objection to Marxism is that
ing,
America and the world wide outrage expressed during the inwheras
under
Somoza
they could not. Communism is NOT
it is essentially "de-humanizing ," that it reduces incentive to
the
perfect
solution
in
Nicaragua,
vasion of Grenada, our country is gaining a reputation as an
or anywhere. But when a
work, and creates a myriad of bureaucratic entanglements. But
population
struggles
in
abject
poverty,
even the problems that
oppressive, imperialist aggressor that is to be feared as much
Marxism, like Capitalism, is not unvarying. Although most peocommunism
give
rise
to
are
a
significant
improvement.
as, if not more than , the Soviet Union.
ple would agree that our economic system is basically more sucThe focus of Reagan's policies in Latin America is not the
Over
the
past
five
or
six
years,
accusations
have flown from
cessful than Marxism, there are a number of Capitalist
all
sides
about
one
group's
involvement
in
some
civil war. Again,
economic value of the area , but rather communist, or more
economies that are highly unsuccessful. Yet that is not suffiit
would
be
ignorant
to
deny
Soviet
or
Cuban
involvement in
specifically, Soviet, influence there. Although the region is imdiscussing
cient basis to refute it as an ecomomic model. When
ignorant
portant economically, it is questionable how dependent the U.S.
some
political
situations.
But
it
is
equally
to label that
the
society
context
of
either system , it is essential to view them in
is upon these countries. Certainly Mexico is important due to
"The
Cause"
of
turmoil.
It
must
not
be
forgotten
that the
as
and culture at issue.
people
of
Latin
America
survive
in
conditions
that
are
its oil wealth, but beyond that, bananas, coffee , spices, and sugar
constantly
Latin
America
has
Since the time of Cortez,
unimaginable
to
most
in
the
U.S.
They
often
lack
the
most
basic
cane, which still remain the principle cash crops of Latin
of
oppression.
The
problems
stages
struggled through various
America and the Carribean, are of limited importance. A far
necessities for health and sanitation, let alone education ,,and
that exist throughout the region are all similiar, and have exgreater economic importance exists among these nations as
struggle against stunningly corrupt police and military forces.
isted for centuries. Most Central American "democracies" are
Similiar conditions, or perhaps even better conditions, existed
buyers of U.S. products. And contrary to what might be
,
usually
of
European
upper
class
white
sector
dominated by an
in the thirteen colonies toward the latter half of the 18th centhought, revolution and political turmoil do not disturb this trade
the
economic
foundation
rests
on
descent. In most instances,
tury.
Revolution , and ultimately, the United States of America,
as much as might be expected. Indeed , Coca-Cola still reigns
Nicaragua,
serfdom.
In
pre-reyolution
medieval
a system akin to
even
in
Nicaragua.
Much
more
emphasis
has
been
placwas
the
result. And certainly it would be foolish to blame the
supreme,
in Guatemala , and in El Salvador, 75-90 percent of the arable
French
for
causing the war simply because they assisted the
ed on the geographic proximity of the Central American counland has, by tradition, been owned by only 10-20 percent of
and
thus
the
dangers
that
civil
strife
and
comrebels.
Yet
the
U.S. now will not allow a population to change
tries to the U.S.,
the population . Large numbers of peasants live in the ' 'Camits
government,
munism pose to our homeland.
' to struggle to improve its living conditions,
po," or countryside, frequently with very limited communicawithout
pointing
a finger at an "evil communist empire" and
Yet it remains unclear exactly what this communist danger
tion and health care, and no educaiton. Elections, if they exist,
is. Certainly the democracy and liberty we enjoy is far superior
immediately rushing to crush all dissent. The Reagan administraare rigged. In Mexico, regarded by most in the U.S. as a stable,
tion still blindly pursues a victory for democracy and freedom
to the oppression that exists in the Soviet Union, and there is
democratic nation , the ruling party , PRI , has been in power
throughout the world, while somehow ignoring the brutal conlittle doubt that our economy is more efficient than theirs. As
since the revolution in 1920. PRI controls the candidates.
sequences and ironies of its policies.
a close ally, and perhaps a pawn of the USSR, Cuba has
manipulates the unions, and at times, resorts to violence to mainThe basic issues that emerge from the entire conflict are issues
demonstrated some questionable tendencies in the Carribean and
tain power.
concerning improvement of human rights, the possibility of at
Africa. In hindsight, it would appear that Grenada was indeed
Human rights have been a point of great concern, not in postleast a basic educaiton and even-limited health care. To "igbecoming an armed camp of the Cubans. But the mistake that
revolution Nicaragua or Cuba, but in the supposedly democratic
nore the plight of the people of the third world" is to ignore
the fallacy of democracy in that , cont ex t, to ignore the misery
and suffering which Reagan's foreign policy condones, to blindly
label communism the root of all evil in the world. Perhaps
¦—"I f r \ I (*
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that has traditionally professed to stand in support of liberty
and justice.
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Robbins thro ws in towel f or many reasons
by NASH ROBBINS
M y fellow A mer icans , it is with mixed feelings that I hereby
withdraw from candidacy for nomination to run for President.
I do not make this move lightly. After several days of thought,
h owever , I have come to the conclusion that it is best for myself
and more importantly, for mv country.

The Columnist

Althou gh my reasons are numerous, here are but a few: with
only three votes to my name, I have little chance of defeating
even Jackson; my fund raising efforts have resulted in an overdraft at my bank; my campaign manager's claim that Bermuda
is not a state means that campaigning there is out of the question , which, in turn , raises the question, 'why campaign at all?'
I do not for a moment however, regret my campaign. Like
all such efforts, it had its ups and downs * its ins and outs, its
high and lows, its good and bad points. It has been a campaign
of joy and of sorrow; a campaign for truth and justice, bogged
down in the end by the cruelty of an uncaring world; a campaign begun with optimism and high Ideals, and destroyed by
the harsh realities of a political system based on greed, bribery,
and dishonesty; a campaign begun between classes, and ended
by the work required for them.
It has been a campaign fraught with controversy. Some have

argued that I have not been sincere, that I am making fun of
the political process, insul t in g America 's leaders and would-be
leaders, and generally having a good time instead of addressing the issues with serious intent , as all political candidates
should. This reaction did not surprise me; all politicains must
be prepared for such malcontents. With a little alcohol and a
few good drugs, I should be able to forgive and forget.
it has been a campaign fraught with emotions, both pleasant
and unpleasant. The joy of those first , giddy days after I announced my candidacy, when wc worked long hours gladly, feeling that anything was possible; the excitement of formulating
a whole new political theory, which would allow us to spend
weeks at a time on warm, sunny beaches while searching for
votes; the disappointment of losing money at fund-raisers, the
despair of learning that Bermuda is not a state, and would not
become one before the elections; the gloom surrounding our
inability to find a suitable vice-presidential running mate; the
dread of writing my Lear paper,- (which I plan to do tomorrow , maybe). My memory will hold all these emotions, and
more , until long after they have become unpleasant.
The dedication of those working for me, too, will stay with
me forever. The tenacity of my campaign manager, as he downed his third pitcher pf beer, refusin g to -work, or even go to
classes, until our now-famous political theory was complete.
The courage of my eventual running-mate, even if she refused

to let her name be known. And the determination of the.editor,
as she refused to let me skip even one week of the column.
Of course , who could forget the voters who supported me
throughout the campaign? And the volunteers who donated their
valuable time to make it the success it was, workin g lon g hours
cheerfully and suffering the hardships of helping an unknown
candidate gladly? I would be the last to forget them , ha d the y
existed.
Yes, my campaign is over, but It will linger on in my memory
like the after taste of warm beer and cold pizza eaten too early
on the morning after the night before. And it will linger in my
checkbook , as well, but that is another matter entirely.
I am not disappointed. I put up a good fight, I worked hard ,
and so did my campaign manager. We can be proud of the three
votes promised us, even if they are never actually cast. And
always I will carry -with me a faith in mankind , once lost but
restored, by the aid 1 was given by friends and strangers alike,
as they helped me through the darkest moments of my struggle.
No , I do not regret a moment of the campaign. It gave me
material for alf these columns, ond so prevented the editor from
tearing my head off ,although she
threatened ¦to do so more than
' • . ' . . • ¦ ¦ ' ¦¦¦
• ). ,
once.
^
But now, my race is over. It is up to Reagan, Mondale, Hdrt,
Jackson, and whoever else is running. May the best man win,
If there is one among them.

Old Hack Festival is true culture—sort '.of
army, a place he did not want to go. The comic possibilities
here are endless , but McMally missed all of them . The jokes
were hardly recognizable as such, turning, as they did on obscure
puns from the dental industry (one of the more obvious , less
funny ones —- "Doctor: You should floss everyday, or you'll
get cavities . Man: That 's my floss, I guess").
McMally even blew the climax of the play, what could have
been a seering indictment of humanity and war. Instead , it came
out as a mild complaint about the lack of a . really good tasting
toothpaste . However , the cast did their level best , and at that
level were not badThe final play of this evening was by Huge Ohneil. His last
effort , was written when the man was at the end of his tether ,
when he was a raving , maniacal , paranoid , drunken vegetable ..
The play, "Louie ," followed an old drunken , raving, paranoid ,
manaiacal vegetable of a piaywrite , whose friend, Louie , died
sometime before. Or maybe Louie was an enemy; or maybe they
didn 't k now each other at all. I dbrt 't know; the text was too
full of wierd blue lights and long, long silences with very little
action , evidently some kind of dream sequences . I fell asleep.
But before I did , I noticed that virtually the . entire cast did
a fine job , except for a couple of people in white coats (doctors? Ambulance drivers? Men who liked white coats? I don 't
know) who forgot all their lines and laughed throughout their
sequence. Or were they supposed to do that?
The second night began with "Surprise , it's Mine," one of
the disappointments of the series. Having read this play, by Elba
Carovan , I was well aware of just how far this once fine author
has fallen. But its director , for some reason , decided to make
the play make sense. Suddenly, there was a plot line, audible
dialogue , and a definite ending . In the original , there is no real

Colby 's student drama club, the Chowder and Prig, presented
its annual Old Hack festival last weekend , offering a series of
six plays by writers too old and decrepit to be well-known now,
if they ever were. This is the kind of cultural event that students
here ought to . be aware of, for the series of plays were both enjoyable " arid moving, sort of.
The" plays were presented on alternate nights , in groups of
three. Or maybe it was on three consecutive nights , in groups
of two. Anyway, the series went on much too long for anyone
to stay awake , but it was still a good series of plays , well written , directed and performed. Well, sort of.
The first play performed was "Lox and Pox ", by one-time
award winner Julia M.Wonton. The play involved a Jewishold
folks' home and an epidemic of small pox. Wonton , who at
one time wrote such classics as "Rocks and Jocks ", has clearly
lost whatever ability she once had to create new , vital and interesting characters , a believable or humorous plot line, or sensible dialogue. Indeed , the old hack has begun to copy over the
once-successful plot line of "Rocks and Jocks " , which makes
for a rather confusing story line, since the cross-religious translation of the old plot line to the old Jews ' home just does not work .
However , it was well acted and directed and lit and all that
stu ff. It was, therefore , a fine attempt at a bad play which is
¦'
just what the Old Hack festival is about.
>
Terry McMally tried to return to his former level of brilliance
(he won several awards in the late 60's, and has been silent since
then) with "Crest " , the second play presented. P redictably
enough , the old foggy blew if. He should have stayed home with
his old awards and . watched television. In fact , it seems that
television gave hirn the basis for this play, which followed a
draftee who was havin g his teeth checked before going into the
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Happy birthday , Donal d
Duck . Mickey ain 't got
nothin ' on ya' .
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Art s Commentary
How l spent my I h ave standards
spring vacation
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Schlock showing
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This rnovi .e — and its rather kind of me to call it that

— is about some woman who is in love with some guy,
and her daugh ter , who is in love with some other guy, only she dies . Sound familiar? Yup. the thing is a direct ripoff of that classic flick , "Some Girl in Love" . I t really
is a shame that an old classic life is rui ned by sloppy
.,,; , ' /• '
remakes like this.
St ill , it was a popular movie, and I suppose you'll wan t
to see it , when ever we put it.oii . Which means I'll have
to sit through the damn thin g four times. I wish you would
have some thought for a guy 's feelin gs, and no t . comc, but
if you Insis t; I'll do it.
Tlie other thi ng, later this week (or is it earlier?) is an
old HUclicock thriller , '' Rear Wjndow V, starring James
Stewart. Pretty amazing flick i^ is, too;- ! never knew, the ,
old guy made movies like tha t. Just seeing Jimmy, then
already over
60, "act" it up isqitfte a sight , and welt worth ,
r
'
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by HOT SPRINGS

Well , Stuge Films has really blown it this time. I mean ,
we 've brought some bad movies~to Colby, bu t t his one
takes the cake. Whoever scheduled this one should be shot.
This Tue sda y, no , Thursday, no , Wednesday, well ,
sometime , Stuge films is presenting "T erms of Endearmen t ", st arrin g Jack N icholson and some ot her fools who
can 't act worth a damn , and direc t ed by some t urke y who
should be satisfied with a polaroid one-step , instead of takin g away; people's t ime, and money by churning out this
¦

j unk. ' , ' ¦•'

plot line, certainly no dialogue worthy of that name , and an
ending which involves the actors wanderin g back and forth
across the stage , until the audience gets tired and leaves. I won ' t
say that the director ruined it , exactly, but I , for one, had been
looking forward to the nap I normall y take durin g that finale .
' 'What for did you say 'what for ' for what , when?'' was one
of the' finest pieces in the entire two nights of plays. J.P. ('My
Name 's J.P. But It Sure Ain't Morgan ') Die was never a good
piaywrite , sinking almost instantly into a well-deserved anon ymity. This , his latest effort , was about a bench. Marked by fine
acting and directing, the thirty minute stunner was simply incredible , and incredibl y simple. Who ever heard of a play about
a bench before?
The next night 's entertainment was finished off by a promising young hack , just at the end of a short but fruitful career
and just entering the twilight of his years . Just beginning, in
other words , to write really badly. ' Due to Wife " , by Clark
Highcliff , was about some kid from somewhere who went
somewhere else to do something, and how he met some girl there ,
and married her , or maybe they just went to bed together. At
any rate , it was one of the most confusing plots around , and
a truly fine effort by this young hack. Watch for more bad stuff
. from him, before he burns out and dies a tragic death from
alcohol or somethin g.
Oh , and the actin g and dir ecting and all that were pretty good,
too.
Colby 's Chowder and Prig are due a rousing round of applause for this year 's Old Hack festival. The variety of decrepit
writers represented was wonderful , and the culture these plays
brou ght to Colby was endless. Sort of. You know?
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I strolled ,
strangely solemn,
as a mid-af ternoon sun
shone in f reckles and ra ys
through the barren redwood branches.
¦
, > 7 .
I came upon a brook
an d I decided to read the broo MHa , ha — get it?)
Anyway — I stood at the brook
pondering the meaning of springtime ,
when I cau ght a mo ose ou t of t he
corner of my eye.
He was a great bull moose— '
and he was pissing.
And lie pissed , and pissed , and pissed—
loud and anno yingiy.
It was an irritation — a naus eatin g noise.
And he just kept pissing and pissing
and pissing and pissing and pissing,
And 1 J ust kept storin g.
(It was rude, I know) .
But 11 was so natural , so wonderful ,
so disgusting.
j
I .fclf privileged
»
to witness this putrid scene.
t For me, It was sprin gtime at Its best.
: ' ¦'¦' ¦' ¦ ¦• ' ' ' ' ,
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Rumor has it that the Violent Femmes may perform at Colby for senior week. Simply stated: I refuse to let this occur.
Why? Because I' ve never heard of them . (and I' m sur e that this
is true for the majority of the rest of the campu s as well).
Granted; they could be a really talented group, and they might
even play some really entertaining alternative music...
But like I said , I' ve never heard of them; so why should I
be forced to . listen to their trash. I mean , even if the Rolling
Stones were coming, I certainly wouldn 't attend their concert
if I didn 't know who t hey were . W hy t ake a chance? They migh t
be terrible for all I know.
It 's like that grou p that came toplay at Colby a couple of
weeks ago - The Gang of Four. (I didn 't go.; I had never heard
of them either. But I bet they were terrible.) First of all , wha t
kind of a nam e is Gan g of Four? What are they — communists
or musicians ? Even if I did know who they were, I 'd be afraid
to go to the concert for fear of the name alone. (And I'll tell
you a secret — I hear that the Gang of Four actually has only
thre e members. What a ri poffI)
And speaking of names — what kind of a name 's "Violent
Femmes?" I recen tly looked up the word Femihes (I had to go
all the way to the library and look through several foreign dictionaries —- but I finally found it —- the word is French. ), and
do you know wha t it means? It means women. So why don 't
they just 'call themselves the Violent Women? Why do they have
to get bilingpal on us? What are they — subversives? They
should eithe r have a completely American name — or switch
to all Fre nch and go back where they came from. I' m not fool,-• *
ed tha t easily'.,
If I were in char ge, the concerts would be a heckuva lot more
^
fun and familiar to us all. We could get some great cover bands
to play the songs we really like. Or cyen better , I know a g u y
who can get us Journe y for a song. (Ha ha -r- jet it?)
So whoever is in char ge, get with it! Lean on the radio. Quit
bendin g over backward
s tryin g to be innovative -r- we just don 't
¦
deserve that! . . ¦ ' ¦ .

Wholesale athletic changes at Colby

"Hoops '' and "Stats out

Women 's track in
by HOOPS SHAUGHNESSEY
In a surprising move that
shocked the sportsworld, Colby College Trustees voted by a
13-12 margin to keep Women's
Track, at least through the 1990
outdoor season. College President Willy Caught-her made the
announcement at a press conference this morning held in his
office in Eustis.
The announcement came at a
time when vicious rumors of
recruiting violations have been
circling the Mayflower Hill
campus. These rumors suggest
a number of infractions , including under the table payoffs

to team-members who place m
their event(s), and free cars to
team-members. Though these
changes are not substantiated,
NESCAC will be carrying out
a year-long investigation beginning in June.
The Trustees met last Saturday in a secret high level
meeting in Boston. Said trustee
Sirhan Sirhan, "We thought,
why stop with frats , what about
Women's Track? " He also added, "You never read about
them in Sports Illustrated ,
besides, they're really an exclusive group, which goes
against our move to commun ism "

In an announcement that
shocked the Maine sports community, the Colby Sports
Writers Association yesterday
said that editors Stats Gammons and Hoops Shaughnessy
of the MUCKRAKER would be
asked to relinquish the coveted
Mule/Moose award, for excellence in sports journalism ,
due to what was referred to by
the CSWA as "faulty representation of the 'lesser' Colby
athletic teams."

Women's track: causing
problems.

Gammons and Shaughnessy,
who accepted the $20,000.00
award (payable in Isaac's pizza)
in March, were cited for neglecting to give full coverage to such
sports as Grew, Polo, Archery,
Cricket, and Women's Track as
a result of numerous complaints
from members of these teams.
A spokesperson for Eleven

Mules are out

In a surprise move, Colby
President Caught-her announced today that the college's football team will be disbanded .
"Look ," said Caught-her,
"they did so poorly last season
that almost everybody has
forgo tten they exist. Why keep
pouring money into the
program?"
Instead , Colby will give added supporty to two athletic
areas hitherto neglected ,
women's sports and ultimate
frisbee.
"Those kids on the ultimate
team have been playing their
hearts out ," said Caught-her,
"and it's about time the college
did something for them. "
"Oh , yeah , the women
haven 't been doing too badly,
either , " he added.
The majority of the funds,
about 3,000 dollars, will go to
the frisbee team , he said. That
will leave the various women 's

sports teams about "15 dollars
and 43 cents," he said.
"Cool," said John C. Peterson, Captain of the ultimate
squad. "Now, we can be more
like the Rugby team, and have
kegs after every game." Loud
singing of dirty songs and
massive intakes of illicit drugs
were also mentioned as possibly
resulting from the new funding.
The women 's teams were
equally enthused .
"Wow ," said Maura Marson, coach for more of the girl's
teams than anyone can list ,
"that automatically doubles our
budget. Do you think we'll get
a decent locker room, now ? "
Members of Colby 's old
football team were less pleased.
"Hey, we won a couple of
them , didn 't we?" ask ed one
member. "I think we did. Let
me go check."
The members delivered an
ultimatum to Caught-her

cont on p. 8

Alive, an organization for the
promotion of minor intercollegiate sports at Colby, had
earlier issued a statement attacking the ECHO for its practices regarding such sports as
Women's Track . "It is obvious
from our fan support ," the
statement said, "that the Colby community is crazy over
Women's Track. At our last
meet against Southern Cal
(Veteran's Hospital) for instance , 30,000 spectators turned out to cheer on our women."
Apathy Overt, Chief Editor
of the MUCKRAKER, came to
the defense of the two journalists: "Sure I think that an
important and valid issue has
been raised here...but, then
again, I'm a big fan of Seller's
macaroni and cheese."
President Caught-her was less

vague: "This is a terrible blow
to Colby and to journalism.
This is right up there with the
discovery that Alex Haley was
an orphan."
Gammons and Shaughnessy
responded to the charges to
reporters after the conference.
"Women's Track?" offered
Gammons. "I thought it was a
television series in the late
sixties."
"No, I've heard of it,';' said
Shaughnessy. "But it's not the
policy of MUCKRAKER sports
to print public service information . But there is always advertising space... "
As for the award , Gammons
was not distraught: "I've
already eaten all of the pizza,
anyway."

USFL is in
by STATS GAMMONS

Colby football Is on its way ou,t as Caught-her cops the
Pittsburg h Maulers

In response to the purchase
and move to Maine of the
Charleston Charlies triple-A
baseball franchise by Bangor
entrepreneur Stanley Kobritz,
Colby President Willie Caughther * Mcrday announced that
he. aloiu, with Waterville
Mayor May Hill , has obtained
a controlling interest in the Pittsburgh Maulers USFL franchise
and intends to transfe r its
operations to 'Mayflower Hill
for the 1985 season. The team ,
which is currently struggling
through its debut season at the
bottom of the Atlantic division
of the USFL' s Eastern Conference , will , according to
Caught-her , play its initial
season in Waterville at Colby 's
Seaverns Field , which seals approximately 3,000.
Caught-her
said that
although the poor facilities and

limited capacity of Seaverns
could be a problem during
the
upcom ing
season
plans are in the making for a
new, multi-faceted , multimillion dollar domed sports
complex, to be completed in
time for the 1986 season. The
stadium , tentatively referred to
as the Nard Dome, will seat an
estimated 62,000 spectators for
the football (but hopefully more
for Women 's Track), and will
be constructed in conjunction
with the new student facility.
Caught-her was excited ."about
the possibilities : "An idea has
been proposed to construct a
new dining hall within the
stadium , with luxury boxes as
eating space. Even the
dishwashers could watch the
game on closed-bifcuit TV!"
The Maulers were shocked at
t he announcement, which came
during practice Wednesday..
Mike Rozier, multi-million '

-.
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It's painful the way they handle sticks
Pain . Think about it for a moment. Think about the worst
pain you were ever in. Think about the absolute worst feeling
in the world. Was it the time you broke your leg skiing? The
time your sister smashed your hand in the car door? The time
when, as a fraS.nan , you made the mistake of eating some of
Seller's Special Mystery Meat? Go ahead. Think about it. For
a long time.
You think that was pain? You think that hurt? You're a wimp.
Yeah! You !You don 't know pain from a hole In your head.
You wouldn 't know what pain was if a 50 foot square block
of concrete landed on your foot. You have absolutely no idea
what pain is.

You don't play women's lacrosse and pain is what women 's
lacrosse is about. Giving It, and getting it. That wonderful sound

given off by the breaking bones of an opponent. That awful
feeling that your left foot is buried in the mud, 20 feet away,
That flash of pleasure that comes from breaking an opponent's
larynx. That sinking feeling that comes when you realize your
left eye Is hanging out of its socket, again. ,
Those arc the things the women of the lacrosse team live for.
And train for. That' s right, train , 24 hours a day . Grueling 20
mile runs, followed by a double-time crawl back to the campus, Three hours of squat-thrusts every day. Whipping oneanother for hours on end , getting used to the pain. And getting
to like it , too.
Yeah. These women work hard . And the work is paying off.
You can tell It is. You can sec it in the fear written across the
faces of the enemy. You can sense it in their pain-filled faces
after an especially effective play. You can notice it vhen they

- /
all run away.
T h e women's lacrosse team has won all of its games this
season , never by less than 14 points, Three teams have cancelled due to inclement weather, on days when the sun was shining. One team tried to sue Colby, but the girls visited them ,
and the suit was , dropped.
That is a good season,
A good, painful season.

j

So listen up, you 6'10*' football players; you 6'«" rugby men;
you 5'3" hockey players.Yeah , you ! Listen! If you want pain,
you can get It. But you got to change your sex first , and ydu
got to toughen up. Alot, Because the women's lacrosse team
doesn 't take men. And it doesn't take wimps, either.

Put results before ethics
This election year, it is important that all voters take a close
look at the political issues of the
day. Note that word, political.
Who was it that said that

Commentary
Politics is the art of the possible? Well, whoever he was, he
was right. We must analyze
Reagan's presidential record in
light of its political savvy, rather
than flying off on some weird
tangent about morals and ethics
and sin. Politicians must be
concerned with getting things
done , not with some high
falutin ' ideals.
Some say that Reagan s penchant for jelly beans is wrong
on the grounds that it is promoting tooth decay. This may
be true', I suppose, although I
challenge anyone to find
reliable reports to back up the
claim. But what if it is true? It's
simply one part of his political
campaign to restore America to
its former days of greatness.
His promotion of jelly beans
is good for this country in
several ways . First of all, it
stimulates the economy. Not
just one company, but all

makers of jelly beans profit
from his example, since most
people are unaware of what
brand he eats, and since most
couldn't afford them, anyway.
And higher profits mean more
people employed, more money
spent; and more taxes sent to
the government. How can any
of this be seen as negative?
But this is not the end of the
benefits " of his plan. Other
countries, seeing the popularity of the confectionary here,
begin to import them. Presto:
More money pumped into the
economy, and the balance of
trade deficit disappears. And
what about the profit for our
nation's starving dentists? If the
beans promote tooth decay,
they also promote use of dentists, which will also stimulate
the economy. Reagan's penchant for jelly , heans must be
seen as a political campaign to
boost America 's economy,
which suffered so under
previous ,
Democratic ,
presidents . Did Carter eat jelly
beans? No. The closest he came
was when his brother drank
beer , and that sight was almost
enough to destroy the beer industry permanently .
There have also been vicious

attacks against Reagan's wife
made by opponents of the
American way of life. All right,
she's ugly, vacuous, pathetic,
and generally useless. This is
simply part of Reagan 's
political savvy, again. In bringing a woman with the brains of
a rotting vegetable and possibly
the looks of one, too, he is
stimulating the economy in
several ways. The cosmetics industry had done land mark
business since Nancy took over
the White House, as millions of
women go for the 'anything but
Nancy' look. Colleges across
the nation report dramatic rises
in enrollment among women,
since they all want to avoid winding up like her. Even the
underground economy is doing
better — since she began her
war on drugs, thousands of
otherwise honest kids have been
hooked, just to spite her.
Reagan's policies work. The
economy is booming. There is
no hunger in the streets now
that the masses eat jelly beans,
and all the women look and
think better than ever before.
Clearly, we are in Reagan 's
debt. I suggest we make him
king for life.
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Commentary
sion which will satisfy not only
our physical selves, but our
moral selves, because we all suffer when our president is an immoral devil incarnate.
Not that Reagan is a devil incarnate. But we still should take
a close look at the issues, just
in case.
First of all, look at his. likes
and dislikes. What we have here
is a president who likes jelly
beans. Jelly beans are his ruling
passion. He would kill for the
things. In fact , he has, once or
twice. Remember the invasion
of Grenada? Well , guess what
small island country was once
known for its export of a small
su g ar y con f ec t ion sha p ed
roughly like an egg?
Reagan also lik es Nancy
Reagan. This is enough , surely,
t o mark him as chronically
senile, if not hopelessly insane.
Just one look at her vacuous
smile and fawning attitude
would turn most men off, —and quite possibly kill them. To
have to listen to her whining
voice as she talks about how
terrible drugs are,, and how
awful all her dresses are , and
how nasty the press is to Ronnie, and how much she loves the
new White House china.... the
guy nipst be nuts by now, if he
wasn 't when he married her.

, Of course, we all have a
moral stake in this. It is, after
all, our fault that Washington ,
D.C.'s social life is ruled over
by a brainless hag, whose IQ
makes valley girls look like
geniuses and whose acting ability makes Big Bird look like a
possible Oscar nominee, We
have to take pity on the rest of
the politicians and such like
forms of life, and get her out of
there.
As for the jelly beans, is it not
true that , in placing in prominate office a man whose diet
is almost entirely sugar, a president who is rarely seen more
than five feet from a bowl of
sugar (a special air force man
follows him around with the
bowl 24 hours a day), wc h ave
all created the most effective

-__

advertising campaign in
history? How many jelly beans
has the company sold since his
election? How many would they
sell , if not for him? How much
money did they contribute to his
campaign? Millions of children
who look up to Reagan as a
kind of hero are having their
teeth rotted through, and it is
your fault — I voted for
Anderson.

But it 's okay. You can vote
against Reagan, and help keep
millions of teeth whole. Or you
can be responsible for boring
thousands of innocents in
Washington and for untold
millions of teeth rotting out,
and I hope you feel good about
yourself in the morning,
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Farm : (farm) n. a place with ' lots' of manure,
produced by bull , pigs and other animals ,
usually considered uncultured and backwards.

just amazing . Listen , 1 see them
all over the place, seems like
everybody has one , just about ,
and almost all of them are
covered with not .es and
messages and stuff from
friends. They 're so useful , I got
two. I just wish I would get
some notes.
Listen , while I 'm on the subject , hows about them night
lights? I mean the lamps outside. Listen, those things really

Commentary

useful! I use one every time I
use the steps, and it really helps
me keep my balance.
Not everyone uses them ,
though. I keep seeing people
running (or walking, or jogging
even) up the steps, and I just
know they 'll get hurt real bad
some time. But not me, I use
them rails.
And h ows about th em memo
boards people can put up on
their doors, so people can leave
messages and stuff? Wow l Talk
about useful , those things are

Business Manager

Production Manager

;
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Country Roiul s

Brandy Swllpot
Don't Huvasniiic

I' m -getting kind of fed up with Colby students.
Michael Jackson opened last Friday night to a gymnasium
filled to overflowing with air. Only 107 people came to see the
legendary singer strut his stuff , and 43 of those were working
for Social Life.
107 peo ple! Holy smokes , what is wrong with you all? Are
you all cultural ignoramuses? Haven 't you heard about the singing sensation of the century? At only 10 dollars per ticket, this
concert was the bargain of the century.
The show started off on time with Jackson's opening act,
Prince. This was not an act for your normal Colby student but
it would have been a good experience for most. His taunt guitar
work , his incredible splits, and his tight pants made this one
of the best opene'rs e\er at Colby, Not only did Prince give a
fine show, obviously enjoying himself (he even j oked about the

Plmtffsraplty Editor

Not Brainier

Advertising Assistant

Commentary

Sloshed Pyro

Tiny Zuhrcnslics

Picks Her Nose

First it was R.E.M., and maybe600 people showed up. Then
it was The Gang of Four , and maybe 250. Now this — listen,

News Editor

I'll Moon-hcr

are great . I can see all the way
from Roberts Union to my
dorm , no matter how late I'm
up. And that can get really late
— I haven 't been to bed before
11 in a couple of weeks now.
Hey, I'm on a run , now.
Hows about them book return
boxes in that big hallway in the
library? I haven't had to use one
yet, but it makes me sleep better at night , knowing that
they 're around. Great, huh?

No culture!?!

Fea tures Editor

ClreuJallon Manager

Slic's-evcn Better
Advertising Design Manager
Blown A. Way
*
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Say, hows about thern railings on the steps outside of the
Library and everywhere else,
too? Boy, those things are
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Don 't vote for tooth decay
In this election year, it is important that all of us , liberals
and conservatives alike, take a
close look at the issues. We
must take care to make a deci-
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size of the crowd, saying that he would rather be anywhere else
but Colby just then), but he made the crowd enjoy themselves,
too. After his show, at least ten couples were seen behind the
bleachers, doing what his songs suggest. And that doesn't count
the five women last seen headed for his dressing room.
But the high point of the concert was clearly Jackson. He
withheld nothing from the small audience, including even the
spectacular entrance from his television commercial, hair ablaze.

Jackson performed a variety of songs from his oldest hits to
some unreleased numbers. Some of his older tunes had twists
to them, the lyrics often changing to match his new consciousness. "1,2,3, A,B,C, Pepsi and me," he sang, and "Enjoy yourself , enjoy yourself , enjoy yourself with Pepsi."
The star was not above talking with the audience. "Hey, "
he said at one point, "You guys want some Pepsi? It's great
stu ff. " Another time, he told the excited audience that he is
not gay, and that he is a devote Quaker. "I'm just an incredibly
sexy guy, " he said, "can I help it if my dancing happens to -accentuate the best part of me?"
Clearly, the high point of the show came when he sang some
of his latest hits. "Chiller, that Pepsi is really a chiller,"he sang
to the weak cheers of 87 (several people had left by then), and
"Delivery Boy at my door , bringing my Pepsi, oh boy. "
Jackson 's musical style has changed over the past few years .
From a pre-pubescent boy with a high voice, he has changed
from a barely post-pubescent man with a high voice, and his
songs show an increased awareness of the -world around him.
Some of his songs were even political, a refreshing change from
this artist's old, naive music. "They don't have Pepsi in Africa ,"
and "Ronald Reagan doesn't like my Pepsi, I don't care," he
sang in two of his unreleased songs.
"Listen," he asked, "you don't think this Pepsi thing has
gone too far , do you?" I replied that I didn 't (everybody else
had left by then).
It really is a shame that more people couldn 't make it to the
concert. It was a very good time, really.
Dr*^" >^HBM_______i__H___B____M__B___n__QH______-_fl___|____

Enj oyed good j oke on f r ats
To the Editor,
I would like to congratulate
President Caughter on his recent joke at the expense of the
fraternities. As a Colby student
some years ago, I was myself
the butt of several cruel and
malicious jokes, perpetuated by
brothers of some of the fraternal organizations. It is about
time the tables were turned.
One joke I remember particularly well happened my
freshman year, which would
have been 1942. On my urst day

at college, a brother gave me a
map he said showed Waterville.
Imagine my surprise the next
day when I started off to
classes, and wound up in
Toronto, thinking that Colby
was awfully big and hoping I
was near the English building.
Not long after this, a group
of them gave me a pitcher of
beer at breakfast , and told me
that all freshmen were required
to drink a few rounds before
their fi rst exam. Well, I had no
reason not to believe them , so
I did. You can imagine the ef-

- Third Floor —
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dollar recruitee from Nebraska ,
was confused. "I'm from New
Jersey , and hadn't heard of
Nebraska until I was 17 — but

1—

Waterville Maine? ! What is
this, some kind of a joke?"
Stan Woodhead , volu nteer offensive tackle, took a somewhat

THE GREEN SPOT
Kennedy Drive
Wtvl — Oakland Line •

THE "KAPLAN ADVANTAGE" miSlH *^^.
HAVE TO END WITH YOUR ADMISSION TO LAW SCHOOL!
THE SAME SKILLED INSTRUCTION THAT PREPARED YOU FOR
THE LSAT, CAN GUIDE YOU THROUGH FIRST YEAR LAW!

IMTRODUCTIOHTO LAW SCHOOL
A -BfcniM- KflPIAN SEMINAR

BA YTES COLL EGE
is now accepting applicants for
any semester before the year
1990 , we accept: transfe rs
without transcripts, Ivy or any
other league rejects , and high
school dropouts.
Acceptances are now being purcha s ed at the regist ration desk of
Howard-Johnson's in Lewiston
*Special to seniors being booted
from other schools. Ask about
our retroactive diplomas. Full
credit for full cash. No attendance necessary.
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factors entered the decision to
purchase the team. "I guess the
main reason," explains Caughther "is that now I have a team
to call the Moose if I want to."
Season tickets will go on sale
outside Dana Dining Hall on
Monday.

demanding that the team be
reinstated. Among the threats in
the 13 page document; the team
members will refuse to start
food fights in Roberts , causing
widespread boredom in fellow
eaters and also the Seller 's
employees there; heavy beer
drinking will be curtailed , causing widespread economic havoc

throughout Waterville's liquor
stores; that the members will
start going to classes, causin g
overcrowding in classrooms.
Caught-her is thinking
seriously of giving in to their
demands. "I don't want to,"he
sail, "but I' m un der some
pressure from Waterville 's
mayor."
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FOR SALE

8 slightly used domiciles —
will make great offices — priced
to sell — any reasonable offer
acce pted* .
Each building comes with an
assortment of furniture kits, and
each of the rooms is guaranteed
to have at least two walls! All
conference rooms come with
Keg-O-Rators.
The building will be sold on a
first come first served as is basis..
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different outlook: "Well, I'm
not getting paid for this
anyway. But I look at it this
way: There are people who are
actually paying $12,000 a year
to be there. If I can go there
free , I guess I can't complain."
Caught-her said that many
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sionable youth , I thought these
little jokes were very humorous
and wanted to join a frat very
much. Everybody in my class
did. I tried for four years to join
one and they all rejected me.
They kept saying they only took
people with brains,-which was
another of their little jokes.
What times we had!
~ But I never got to pull one on
them. Thank you President
Caughter for helping me gain
revenge. You will have my undying support until I die.
Bill Simn
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• Lobste rs 1-4 lbs.
• Live Trout
• Fresh Fish — Clams
• Wine , and Cheese
• And the FRESHEST
produce in town!

fect that this beer had on my
test, and on my relations with
my professor , who swore I was
his worst student ever.
Of course, I soon caught on
to their little pranks. When one
of them told me that my dormitory was burning down, I
refused to fall for it , and they
were forced to actually set the
building on fire to get me to
move (to this day I still don 't
know how they got the fire inspector to say it was caused by
an electrical short circuit).
Naturally, being an impres-
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It 's not a joke if
you j orgetyour mom!
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